MOVE YOUR ALIGNMENT BUSINESS IN A NEW DIRECTION.

FINDING YOUR WAY AROUND ANY ALIGNMENT PROBLEM JUST GOT SIMPLER.

MOVE YOUR ALIGNMENT BUSINESS IN A NEW DIRECTION.

JohnBean
The V2380 Imaging Wheel Alignment System.
Superior Performance. Exceptional Value.

Now there's an advanced imaging alignment system that doesn't require lots of training or experience to operate. With the proven XD target and camera system, the V2380 features advanced technology, combined with the simplest, most intuitive software we've ever offered providing the essential tools for any alignment tech. It's the best of both worlds.

Features
- High Resolution Cameras Produce Accurate, Live Alignment Readings and Diagnostic Data
- The camera beam automatically follows as the vehicle is raised by tracking the targets
- Video speed cameras constantly monitor the alignment and provide critical information to get the job done right
- Our new user interface streamlines workflow for enhanced productivity and ensures that alignment repair information from online repair information is always one click away
- Touchless AC400 wheel clamping system
- Patented Cross-Diagonal and Rolling Radius
- EZ-Toe Eliminates the Need for Steering Wheel Holder
- Guided Adjustments of Single Tie Rod, A-Arm, Drag Link and Cradle
- Wheels off mode eases hard to reach adjustments
- Maximize profitability with integrated, fast audit check
- 5" chrome, smooth rolling, locking, swivel caster wheels

Specifications
- AC400 Clamps, VIN Reader & Ethos Edge Part #: EEWA545TBEE3
- AC400 Clamps & VIN Reader Part #: EEWA545TBV3
- AC400 Clamps Part #: EEWA545TB3
- AC200 Clamps, VIN Reader & Ethos Edge Part #: EEWA545THEE3
- AC200 Clamps & VIN Reader Part #: EEWA545THV3
- AC200 Clamps Part #: EEWA545TH3
- Tire Size (AC400): 19"–39" (48.3cm–99.1cm)
- Wheel Size (AC200): 12"–24" (30.5cm–61cm)
- Track Width: 48"–96" (122cm–244cm)
- Wheel Base: 79"–180" (201cm–457cm)
- Tire Diameter Range: Up to 37" (94cm)
- Shipping Weight: 501 lbs. (227kg)
- Power Requirements: 120/230V 1Ph 50/60Hz 15A

For more information regarding the V2380, call 800.362.4618 (US) or 800.362.4608 (Canada)
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